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Three Components to Create the Best Images 
Image clarity is a thermal imaging feature that is not as cut and dry as 
other specifications. Instead, image clarity is an element that must be 
experienced and tested in different environments to understand the  
actual quality of the image and its benefits.

Creating the crisp and detailed image on the  
X Factor Thermal Imagers requires a complex 
balance of three main components: 
•High image refresh rate to create smooth images and show thermal  
   flow paths 

•Bright LCD display to highlight clear, crisp images

•Advanced image processing to bring out details previously obscured

Image clarity is the ability to see the details.
Egress points next to raging fire               Potential victims

               Thermal flow path

These details used to be easy to miss in very hot scenes.  
With X Factor, every detail is displayed clearly. 

Image Refresh Rate in Real Terms
Image refresh rate is a common feature in many televisions and other 
electronic devices. You’ve probably heard about refresh rate before. In 
thermal imagers, refresh rate can frequently be tested by panning the thermal 
imager across the room.  X Factor Thermal Imagers offer a 60Hz refresh 
rate to ensure firefighters can pan across a scene while still maintaining high 
image quality. This fast refresh rate, in conjunction with other image quality 
components, helps reveal thermal flow paths in exceptional detail.

Refresh rate basically means how many frames can be displayed per second. 
The 60 Hz refresh rate in the Bullard  X Factor Thermal Imagers makes the 
camera responsive to movement and changes in the scene and shows motion, 
such as thermal flow paths, in a fluid and detailed manner.

The image quality found in  X Factor Thermal Imagers reveals 
thermal flow path with unprecedented clarity. 

This thermal flow path is created as heat and smoke move from the 
higher pressure area toward a lower pressure area (for example, 
doors or windows). 

Identifying and managing the thermal flow path is critical for crews 
as they coordinate ventilation, entrance, isolation, and search. Using 
thermal imaging to track and then control these flow paths can limit 
fire movement and help protect firefighters.

Ultra-Bright Display
At Bullard, we use a specially selected ultra-bright Liquid-Crystal Display 
(LCD) to help create such crisp images. The specs of this LCD are dialed in 
to produce the most vivid images 
available. Developed to display the 
high contrast imaging generated 
by our advanced image processing 
system, this LCD optimizes the images 
after processing. In fact, images 
displayed on the  X Factor Thermal 
Imagers are noticeably brighter, even 
in heavy smoke. 

The specs of this LCD  
are dialed in to  

produce the most vivid  
images available.

The Technology of X Factor
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Makes edges of objects pop with Edge Enhancement.

Isolates the most significant (hottest) part of the image and boosts 
contrast to help show the details.

Instantly processes very hot and cooler items differently within the 
same scene to keep the hot items from washing out the cooler items.

Advanced Image Processing in X Factor 
Thermal Imagers
When it comes to thermal imaging, image processing is where much 
of the magic happens. During image processing, the engine core of 
the camera (the “brains”) takes the signal it receives from the camera 
sensor and converts it to an image. In developing  X Factor Thermal 
Imagers, Bullard engineers used advanced processing called ICETM 

Technology. They then manipulated more than 100 settings on the circuit 
board and 300 controls on the camera core to help create clear images 
precisely designed to meet the needs of firefighters.

The ICE Technology in Bullard  X Factor Thermal Imagers processes 
images in an advanced manner that brings greater detail to the scene. 
This technology is essentially sharpening the distinction between objects 
and the background. But how does ICE Technology really work? 

Deconstruction of a Scene with Advanced 
Image Processing
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ICE Technology vs. Regular Automatic Gain Control
Typically, thermal images can be processed in lower gain modes or 
higher gain modes. The “gain” is essentially the level of sensitivity 
used to process the image. Just as with a radio, an infrared detector 
must adjust its gain level to filter out background noise. With regular 
Automatic Gain Control, a thermal imager will process the entire 
scene in either a high gain or low gain mode. The imager will switch 
between high gain and low gain depending on the temperature of the 
scene. Sometimes, this gain switching can happen often, resulting in an 
unpleasant viewing experience for the user.
 
This works fine except in instances when a firefighter needs to see the 
detail of lower temperature items (like people or egress points) in the 
same field of vision as a raging fire. That’s why the best processing 

must be pretty complex. For example, in the same way that a bright 
sun can obscure the details in a photographic camera, the gain mode 
required to process the thermal image 
of a hot fire reduces the detail of 
other items within the same scene.  
 
X Factor with ICE Technology 
overcomes that dilemma by 
processing different parts of an 
image differently, according to the 
temperature and needs of that 
portion of the scene. 

ICE Technology: 
A Three-Process Solution
The amazing detail found in Bullard  X Factor Thermal Imagers  
is created when ICE Technology seamlessly applies three distinct 
processes: Edge Enhancement, Dynamic Contrast Thresholding,  
and Adaptive Rescaling. Let’s take a look at each process.

Edge Enhancement: Makes the edges POP
Edge enhancement, by itself, is not a new idea. It is frequently used 
in image processing. However, the Edge Enhancement process in X 
Factor applies special algorithms through multiple levels of frequency 
isolation, amplification, and recombination. The benefit of these special 
algorithms is that the edges of cooler items in the scene can be 
enhanced without introducing unwanted “noise” to the other parts of 
the image. Edge Enhancement is basically sharpening the image.

With other technologies, 
the gain mode required 
to process the thermal 

image of a hot fire 
reduces the detail  
of other items in  
the same scene.

The benefit of these special algorithms is that the 
edges of cooler items in the scene can be enhanced 

without introducing unwanted “noise” in the 
other parts of the image.

Dynamic Contrast Thresholding: Boosts 
contrast in dull parts of a scene
The Dynamic Contrast Thresholding process specifically isolates the 
most significant part of the image and applies special image processing 
to boost contrast in that area only. The most significant part of the 
image in a fire scene will be the hottest portion of the image. This 
is determined based on scene-dependent thresholds. The Dynamic 
Contrast Thresholding is the process that prevents the hottest portion 
of the image from washing out the cooler portions of the image. 
By boosting contrast in this hottest area only, Dynamic Contrast 
Thresholding is essentially stabilizing the image.

Adaptive Rescaling: Customizes image processing
While all the elements are working together to process very hot items 
and cooler items differently within the same scene, Adaptive Rescaling 
is working to instantly fuse and smooth the post-processed image back 
together to produce a seamless processed image. 



Customized Processing: One image processed 
in three frequencies simultaneously.

High Frequency Components Represent the edges of 
objects in a scene

Mid Frequency Components Capture the moderate 
thermal transitions in a 
scene

Low Frequency Components Represent bland thermal 
transitions (items with little 
temperature variation) in a 
scene.

Image Clarity: You’ll know it when you see it
The elements that generate the image clarity and quality of Bullard  
X Factor Thermal Imagers are complex and varied. However, you’ll 
know the benefit of a high image refresh rate, bright LCD display, 
and advanced image processing when you use the X Factor Thermal 
Imagers. Images processed and displayed with these components 
demonstrate the following features:

• Objects previously obscured in a bland scene with little 
temperature variation are now revealed.

• Details that were previously washed out in scenes with a wide 
temperature range are now visible, thanks to image  
processing that allows both hot and cooler items in a scene to 
stand out. 

• Objects in the distance that were previously undetected in a 
thermal scene are exposed.

• Great scene detail is retained, even when panning the camera,  
as the image processing adjusts in real time. The camera shows 
motion, such as thermal flow paths, in a fluid and detailed manner. 
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Adaptive Rescaling: Customizes image 
processing (continued)
Behind the scenes, the image is broken down into three spatial 
frequencies shown in the chart below: high frequency, mid frequency, 
and low frequency components. While the image is processed and 
optimized, the Adaptive Rescaling is scaling and smoothing out 
the transitions between each of those distilled components and 
recombining them to create the high quality image displayed.
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